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Abstract
The formation and removal of the carbonaceous deposits formed by n-butane and liquid hydrocarbons, such as n-decane and proprietary light and heavy naphthas, between 973 and 1073 K on YSZ and ceria-YSZ, has been studied to determine conditions for stable operation of direct-utilization SOFC. First, it is shown that deactivation of SOFC with Cu-ceria-YSZ anodes operating on undiluted n-decane, a mixture of 80% n-decane and 20% toluene, or light naphtha at temperatures above 973 K is due to filling of the pores with polyaromatic compounds formed by gas-phase, free-radical reactions. Formation of these compounds occurs at a negligible rate below 973 K but increases rapidly above this temperature. The rate of formation also depends on the residence time of the fuel in the anode compartment. Because steam does not participate in the gas-phase reactions, carbonaceous deposits could form even at a H\textsubscript{2}O:C ratio of 1.5, a value greater than the stability threshold predicted by thermodynamic calculations. Temperature-programmed-oxidation (TPO) measurements with 20% H\textsubscript{2}O in He demonstrated that carbon deposits formed in pure YSZ were unreactive below 1073 K, while deposits formed on ceria-YSZ could be removed at temperatures as low as 923 K. Based on these results, we discuss strategies for avoiding carbon formation during the operation of direct-utilization anodes on oil-based liquid fuels.
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Abstract

The formation and removal of the carbonaceous deposits formed by n-butane and liquid hydrocarbons, such as n-decane and proprietary light and heavy naphthas, between 973 and 1073 K on YSZ and ceria-YSZ, has been studied to determine conditions for stable operation of direct-utilization SOFC. First, it is shown that deactivation of SOFC with Cu-ceria-YSZ anodes operating on undiluted n-decane, a mixture of 80% n-decane and 20% toluene, or light naphtha at temperatures above 973 K is due to filling of the pores with polyaromatic compounds formed by gas-phase, free-radical reactions. Formation of these compounds occurs at a negligible rate below 973 K but increases rapidly above this temperature. The rate of formation also depends on the residence time of the fuel in the anode compartment. Because steam does not participate in the gas-phase reactions, carbonaceous deposits could form even at a H$_2$O:C ratio of 1.5, a value greater than the stability threshold predicted by thermodynamic calculations. Temperature-programmed-oxidation (TPO) measurements with 20% H$_2$O in He demonstrated that carbon deposits formed in pure YSZ were unreactive below 1073 K, while deposits formed on ceria-YSZ could be removed at temperatures as low as 923 K. Based on these results, we discuss strategies for avoiding carbon formation during the operation of direct-utilization anodes on oil-based liquid fuels.
Introduction

The formation of "carbon" is a serious problem with many processes that involve hydrocarbons at high temperatures, including solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). Because direct utilization of hydrocarbons is theoretically possible in SOFC [1], the primary reason to reform hydrocarbons to syngas, a mixture of CO and H$_2$, before sending them to the anode is that feeding the hydrocarbons directly would result in carbon formation, which would in turn quickly deactivate the cells. To achieve stable operation, it is often assumed that one must determine the thermodynamic regime where carbon is predicted to be unstable and to operate the cell in that regime [2-5].

Unfortunately, the thermodynamic analysis is not appropriate in this case because it assumes that the rates of the forward reaction (carbon deposition) and the reverse reaction (carbon removal) are rapid enough to establish equilibrium, an assumption that cannot be justified. For example, hydrocarbons are stable towards decomposition for geologically long times at low temperatures, even though reaction to carbon may be thermodynamically predicted. On the other hand, there are many examples where carbon does form under conditions where it is predicted to be thermodynamically unstable. For example, based on the calculations of Sasaki and Teraoka, carbon is thermodynamically unstable towards reaction to CO and CO$_2$ for essentially all hydrocarbon fuels at 773 K when there is a H$_2$O:C ratio of 1.8 or greater [4]. However, it has been shown that carbon formation will occur at this temperature on Ni catalysts at H$_2$O:C ratios greater than 3.0 following the addition of even a few percent of olefins to methane [6]. Other studies have shown that conditions under which carbon deposits form on Ni and Co catalysts depend strongly on the metal particle size, a result that cannot be explained by thermodynamics [7].

To understand when carbon will form, it is important to understand the reactions that deposit and remove carbon. At least two mechanisms are known to exist at high temperatures for carbon deposition [1,8]. First, carbon can form as a result of reactions over a catalyst. This process has been very well studied over Ni, Fe, and Co, both for catalytic applications [9-16] and for "dusting", also known as "dry corrosion", the problem of pitting when steels are exposed to hydrocarbons at high temperatures [17,18]. The mechanism on each of these metals involves deposition of a carbon source onto the metal surface, dissolution of the carbon into the bulk of the metal, and finally precipitation of carbon as a graphite fiber at some surface of the metal particle. It is important to recognize that the metal is not merely covered by carbon in this
reaction, but becomes part of the carbon fiber, explaining the pitting that is observed in dry corrosion. The mechanism also explains why it is necessary to use very high H$_2$O:C ratios for steam reforming of hydrocarbons with larger molecular weight than that of methane on Ni catalysts [6,19]. Filament formation on Ni occurs when carbon deposition onto the Ni surface occurs more rapidly than carbon removal by steam, even if thermodynamic calculations show that carbon should not be stable at equilibrium.

Carbonaceous compounds can also form in the absence of a catalyst via free-radical, gas-phase condensation reactions [20]. These reactions are most important for hydrocarbons larger than methane and are usually initiated by C-C bond scission at high temperatures. While the primary products of pyrolysis are molecules that are smaller than the parent hydrocarbons, the olefins that are formed by pyrolysis can react with radicals to form larger molecules. The carbonaceous products that are ultimately formed by pyrolysis are high-molecular-weight, polyaromatic compounds [8,20], perhaps best referred to as tars and quite different in form from the graphitic fibers on Ni, Co, and Fe catalysts. Because C-H bonds are much stronger than C-C bonds, considerably higher temperatures are required to pyrolyze CH$_4$ compared to larger alkanes. It is also noteworthy that calculations suggest H$_2$O does not appear to enter into the gas-phase reactions [20], so that the addition of steam provides no obvious gas-phase reaction for preventing carbon formation and establishing equilibrium between carbon deposits and the hydrocarbon.

Our team has been developing SOFC anodes based on Cu, ceria, and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) for direct utilization of hydrocarbons ranging from methane to light and heavy naphtha. Unlike Ni, none of the materials in the Cu-based anodes is a catalyst for carbon formation [1,21-24]. However, because SOFC require high operating temperatures, tars are formed on the anode by gas-phase pyrolysis [8]. In principle, it should be possible to use the steam generated within the anode by oxidation of the hydrocarbon to oxidize these tars; but the conditions under which this will occur are not established.

In this study, we will describe experiments aimed at characterizing carbon deposition in direct-utilization SOFC anodes utilizing liquid hydrocarbon feeds and the removal of these carbon deposits using steam. We will show that the reaction of carbon with steam depends strongly on the composition of the surface on which carbon is formed, so that carbon can be controlled at reasonable H$_2$O:C ratios when a catalytic surface is present.
Experimental Techniques

The fuel-cell tests in this study were performed on cells having a Cu(30 wt%)-ceria(10 wt%)-YSZ anode, a 60-µm electrolyte, and a conventional LSM-YSZ cathode. These cells were essentially identical to those used in previous studies [24]. The anodes were prepared by impregnation, using the nitrate salts of Cu and Ce, of the porous side of a porous-dense YSZ bilayer, prepared by tape-casting with pore formers. Electrical contact with the cells was achieved using Ag paste and a Ag wire at the cathode and a Au wire with Au paste at the anode. The cells were then attached to an alumina tube using a ceramic adhesive (Aremco, Ceramabond 552). All impedance spectra were measured in the galvanostatic mode with a frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz and a 1 mA AC perturbation, using a Gamry Instruments Potentiostat, as described elsewhere [25].

In humidified (3% H2O) H2 at 973 K, these cells all exhibited linear V-i polarization curves, an open-circuit voltage (OCV) of 1.1 V, and a maximum power density between 220 and 240 mW/cm², depending on the cell. In this paper, we will focus on the data for hydrocarbon fuels. Liquid fuels were fed to the cells with a syringe pump at 2 ml/h, without dilution [26]. Because the active area of the fuel cells was only 0.36 cm², the fuel utilizations in all of the experiments described here were less than 2% [27].

For the experiments with undiluted hydrocarbons as fuel, we observed that the deactivation of cells depended on the length of the pre-heat zone for the fuels entering the anode chamber. Cells deactivated much more rapidly when this preheat zone was long, a result that provided an early indication that gas-phase reactions were responsible for tar formation. (Note: We have previously established that the carbon deposited by gas-phase pyrolysis is a mixture of polyaromatic compounds having very low vapor pressures [8]. In this paper, we will refer to these compounds as "carbon" or tar.) To minimize these gas-phase reactions, the tubes on which the cells were attached were placed only 3 cm into the furnace in order to minimize the pre-heat zone. The cell temperature was not affected by this cell placement, as demonstrated by the fact that the initial V-i polarization curves and the ohmic resistances (associated with the electrolyte) in the impedance spectra were unaffected by the placement of the cells or the length of the pre-heat zone [24].

The measurements used to quantify carbon deposition and removal were performed on YSZ slabs, approximately 2 mm × 2 mm × 10 mm, that were made from the same slurries used to
tape cast the anode layers in the fuels cells. These slurries included graphite and polystyrene pore formers, so that the slabs had a porosity of 65% after having been fired to 1823 K. The slabs had a bimodal pore-size distribution, with 1.5-μm pores arising from the graphite pore formers and 20-μm pores from the polystyrene [28]. The BET surface area of the slabs was 0.7 m$^2$/g [29]. Ceria and/or Cu was added to some of the slabs using aqueous solutions of Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$ and Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$. To estimate tar formation rates, the slabs were exposed to different fuels at various temperatures for 4 h in a quartz tubular reactor, having a 0.4-cm inside diameter. The results depended on the hydrocarbon flow rates. These are reported as residence times for the hydrocarbons within the hot-zone of the reactor, calculated assuming no reaction and ideal gas law behavior. After hydrocarbon exposures, the tubes were flushed with He for 1 h at the exposure temperature, then removed from the reactor and weighed.

The reactivity of deposited carbon with steam was measured on the same slabs using Temperature-Programmed Oxidation (TPO), with steam as the oxidant. Using a similar, quartz-tube reactor, the samples were exposed to 20 vol% H$_2$O in He, with a He flow rate of 30 ml/min. A syringe pump was used to add distilled water directly to the reactor, and the heating rate in these experiments was 2 K/min. An ice bath was used to trap the majority of the water at the reactor exit, allowing the composition of the remaining gases to be sampled with a residual-gas analyzer.

To demonstrate that carbon deposition and removal could occur simultaneously, we exposed the ceria-containing YSZ slabs from the TPO experiments to mixtures of H$_2$O and n-butane at 973 K. After flushing the system with He, any remaining carbon on the sample was oxidized using 20% H$_2$O in He at 973 K. The presence of carbon in these experiments was detected by the H$_2$, CO, and CO$_2$ that was produced.

A number of different fuels were used in this study. In addition to the pure-compound fuels, n-butane, n-decane, and toluene, we also examined the stability of our cells using proprietary petroleum-based liquid hydrocarbon fuels produced by Saudi Aramco. These light and a heavy naphtha range fuels were produced in a commercial 350,000 BPD refinery and processed using specialized fuel processing methods in a custom built 500 cc/hr pilot plant [30,31]. The candidate fuels produced in Saudi Aramco were analyzed and cross analyzed for typical properties using standard ASTM methods, with some of those properties listed in Table 1. These fuels vary in boiling point distribution, density, viscosity, lower heating value, and aromatics, paraffins, carbon, and hydrogen content.
Results

Fuel-Cell Tests

Fig. 1a) shows the V-i polarization curves for a cell operating on n-decane at 973, 1023, and 1073 K. As discussed in the experimental section, the undiluted fuel was injected directly into the fuel-cell anode compartment with a syringe pump, through a quartz capillary tube. Vaporization of the fuel occurred in the quartz capillary as it extended into the furnace. The V-i curves for n-decane are essentially identical to what we observed with n-butane in similar cells [22]. Unlike the case for H$_2$ (Fig. 1b), the V-i curves with hydrocarbon fuels are highly curved at lower voltages, with a shape that suggests reaction of the hydrocarbons is polarization activated [32]. Furthermore, the OCV for the hydrocarbons, approximately 1.0 volt for n-decane in this temperature range, is lower than the predicted Nernst potentials [33]. The maximum power densities in n-decane were 100, 170, and 240 mW/cm$^2$, respectively, at 973, 1023, and 1073 K. Notice that higher power densities can be achieved through the use of thin electrolytes and better cathodes but this was not the primary focus of our study.

Fig. 2 shows the power densities at 0.5 V for pure, undiluted n-decane as a function of time at 973, 1023, and 1073 K. For a period of 24 h, the power density at 973 K is reasonably stable. However, at 1023 K, the power density dropped from 170 mW/cm$^2$ to 100 mW/cm$^2$ in this time period; at 1073 K, the power density dropped from 230 mW/cm$^2$ to 60 mW/cm$^2$. We suggest that the deactivation observed in Fig. 2 is likely associated with the anode pores being filled with tar-like molecules. First, the cell performance after 24 h in n-decane at 1023 and 1073 K could be restored to near its initial value by oxidation in lab air for 10 min. The oxidation step would be expected to remove tars from the pores but should not otherwise reactivate the cell. Second, the V-i polarization curves are consistent with diffusion limitations in the deactivated cells. Fig. 3a) shows the V-i plots for the cell at 1023 K at the beginning and end of a 24-h run. Assuming that the anode pores are largely filled with carbon at the end of the test period, diffusion, either of the fuel to the three-phase boundary or of water and CO$_2$ from the three-phase boundary, would limit the performance most at higher current densities, exactly where the changes in the V-i curves occur. The results at 1073 K, Fig. 3b), were more severe but showed the same trend.

Carbon formation on Ni catalysts depends strongly on the nature of the hydrocarbon [6]; however, on the Cu-ceria-YSZ anodes, the results for various hydrocarbons other than methane were very similar. For example, the stability data when using n-butane as the fuel were virtually
identical to the results shown in Fig. 2 for n-decane. An additional demonstration of the similarity of deactivation with different fuels is given in Fig. 4, which shows the performance as a function of time at various temperatures using the light naphtha, the heavy naphtha, and a fuel mixture of 80 vol% n-decane and 20 vol% toluene. Each of these fuels has different hydrocarbon distributions and the latter mixture has a relatively large concentration of toluene which is a potential precursor to the polyaromatic tars that form upon deactivation [8]. Fig. 4 shows that the deactivation rates for each of these fuels was essentially identical to that of n-decane, indicating that the polyaromatics are formed irrespective of aromatic content in the precursor fuel. At 973 K, the performance was reasonably stable for the 24-h period, while deactivation at 1073 K was severe. The approximate rate of deactivation at 1073 K appeared to be essentially identical for each of the fuels.

**Carbon Deposition Rates**

To gain information on the amounts of carbon that form in the anode and the temperature range where this formation becomes important, we measured the weight change of a YSZ slab exposed to n-butane for 4 h in our quartz-tube reactor, with the results shown in Fig. 5. The results for experiments performed with n-decane were again similar; however, the low vapor pressure of n-decane caused condensation at the reactor exit that made it more difficult to remove the samples for measurement of the weights.

From the data in Fig. 5, it can be seen that there is a temperature threshold at approximately 950 K, above which significant amounts of carbon begin to form. This is almost identical to what has been reported previously for tar formation by gas-phase pyrolysis of n-butane by Sheng and Dean [20]. Furthermore, with 100% n-butane being fed to the reactor, the amount of carbon that deposited on the slab depended on the residence time of n-butane in the reactor. More carbon formed with longer residence times, corresponding to lower flow rates. For homogeneous reactions, an increased residence time should give higher conversions, so that this result is again consistent with carbon deposition occurring by a gas-phase homogeneous reaction.

In what is perhaps the most interesting result from Fig. 5, we observed tar formation even when the n-butane was fed together with steam at a H$_2$O:C ratio of 1.5. The amount of carbon that formed in the presence of steam was somewhat less than that which formed in pure n-butane, but this result can be explained completely by the fact that gas-phase concentration of n-butane was significantly lower due to the presence of steam. It is noteworthy that carbon is not thermodynamically stable for a H$_2$O:C ratio of 1.5 in this temperature range; therefore, the fact
that carbon formed in this experiment is further proof that thermodynamic calculations cannot be used to predict carbon formation in this configuration.

Comparing the results in Fig. 5 to the deactivation data from the previous section tends to confirm our earlier point that a significant fraction of the anode pores are likely filled with carbon in the deactivated cells. Assuming that the density of the carbon deposits is similar to that of a polyaromatic molecule such as anthracene, 1.28 g/cm$^3$, 5 wt% carbon corresponds to filling of approximately 12% of the pore volume within the YSZ slab. After 24 h and 1073 K, one would expect the pores to be essentially completely filled with carbon, explaining the severe deactivation.

Finally, we measured carbon-deposition rates on YSZ slabs containing 10 wt% ceria and 20 wt% Cu. Within experimental error, the results were found to be indistinguishable from that found in Fig. 5. This is again consistent with the carbon deposits forming in the gas phase, with the solid simply providing a surface onto which the deposits condense.

**Carbon Removal by Steam**

Carbon formation by free-radical, gas-phase reactions is probably unavoidable for most hydrocarbon fuels other than methane in the temperature range between 973 and 1073 K. However, if the rate of carbon removal is fast compared to the rate of carbon deposition, it should be possible to operate the system at steady state. To understand the oxidation of carbonaceous deposits by steam, we first performed TPO measurements, using 20-vol% H$_2$O in He as the oxidant, on YSZ slabs, one with 15 wt% ceria and one without. For the results shown in this paper, carbon was deposited by exposing the samples to n-butane at 973 K for 2 h; however, results obtained by exposing the samples to n-decane were essentially identical. For n-butane exposure on the ceria-YSZ and YSZ slabs, the weight change indicated 5 mg of carbon per gram of sample were deposited and all of this carbon was removed at the end of the TPO measurement. The TPO results are shown in Fig. 6.

With pure YSZ, there is no evidence for reaction below approximately 1023 K and most of the carbon is oxidized between 1073 and 1273 K. Furthermore, the main carbon-containing product in the TPO with steam is CO, with only negligible amounts of CO$_2$ being formed, even though equilibrium considerations would suggest that CO$_2$ should be the preferred product. Based on the fact that carbonaceous deposits on the walls of the quartz reactor were oxidized in exactly this same temperature range and that CO was the preferred product in that case as well, we conclude that the YSZ has no effect in this reaction. Furthermore, since carbon deposition
was performed at 973 K and carbon removal is negligible below 1023 K, the TPO result implies that the removal of carbon will occur much more slowly than the rate of deposition in this temperature range. This is consistent with the fact that the addition of steam together with n-butane in the data shown in Fig. 5 had little effect on carbon deposition other than to dilute the hydrocarbon.

Upon the addition of ceria to the YSZ slab, the reaction temperature required to oxidize carbon shifted downward, indicating that ceria actively catalyzes the removal of carbon. Reaction became significant at 923 K and all of the carbon was removed below 1073 K. Also, the main carbon-containing product in the TPO was CO₂, indicating that the presence of ceria promotes the high-temperature water-gas-shift reaction. While ceria had a negligible impact on carbon deposition, the TPO indicate that it promotes the removal of carbon by steam.

To determine whether carbon formation and removal can occur simultaneously over ceria-YSZ slabs in the presence of H₂O and n-butane, we exposed samples with 15 wt% ceria to various n-butane-H₂O mixtures at 973 K for 2 h. Following exposure, the presence of carbon on the slabs was detected by flowing a 20% H₂O-He mixture over the slabs at 973 K, using the production of H₂, CO, and CO₂ in the reactor effluent to determine the relative amount of carbon. That steam at 973 K was sufficient to completely remove all carbon from the ceria-containing samples was checked by weighing the slabs at the end of some of the experiments and demonstrating that their weights returned to the initial values.

Fig. 7 shows examples of the raw data for H₂ production obtained upon exposing a slab to the H₂O-He mixture, after it had been exposed to mixtures of n-butane and H₂O at 973 K. In each case, the production of H₂ was matched by the production of CO₂ and CO, so that H₂ production is an indication that carbon had been present on the sample. For this set of experiments, the n-butane residence time in the reactor was maintained at 3 sec. What the results show is that no carbon formed when the H₂O:C ratio was greater than 0.4. For these conditions, steam removed the carbon faster than it was deposited by the gas-phase pyrolysis reaction. Experiments on a YSZ slab containing 20 wt% Cu and 10 wt% ceria were essentially indistinguishable from that shown in Fig. 7, showing that Cu did not block the oxidation of carbon.

As the results in Fig. 5 indicate, the residence time and reaction temperature for n-butane are important in the carbon deposition reaction. Holding the H₂O:C ratio at 0.5 at 973 K, we did not observe carbon formation after 2 h for residence times of 3, 5, and 7 sec; however, carbon
formation was observed for residence times greater than 9 sec at this H$_2$O:C ratio. Likewise, for a H$_2$O:C ratio of 0.5 and a residence time of 7 sec, carbon did not form at 973 or 1023 K but carbon was observed for these conditions at 1073 K.

Discussion

Carbon formation in high-temperature processes involving hydrocarbons can be a severe problem. Based on the results of this study, a number of important lessons can be drawn concerning the issue, the most important being that understanding the mechanisms of carbon formation can be crucial in developing strategies to avoid the problem. Thermodynamic calculations do not provide good predictions due to the fact that the formation and removal rates for carbon can be relatively slow. Furthermore, changing the composition of the surfaces onto which the carbon deposits can dramatically change the rates. In the case of ceria, only the rate of carbon removal appears to have been affected, since, in the absence of steam, we observed no difference in the deposition rates for n-butane between YSZ and YSZ with ceria. Similarly, metals like Ni, Fe, and Co participate actively in carbon formation while Cu does not.

In SOFC applications, the mechanism for carbon formation is also important for understanding the nature of deposits and how these will affect the cell. For example, carbon formation on Ni-based anodes involves more than simply covering the electrode. The formation of carbon fibers can result in Ni removal from the electrode (dusting); even more important, significant pressures can arise within the electrode as the fibers grow, causing the electrode to fracture [34]. By contrast, carbon deposition on the Cu-based anodes in this study deactivates the cell by filling the pores without causing physical damage. It was even demonstrated that the cell performance could be at least partially restored by removing the carbon through oxidation, with the slight deactivation that we observed upon removing the carbon likely associated with oxidizing the anode. If oxidation had been performed in a more controlled manner with steam, cell performance might not have been affected.

The fact that carbon formation with the Cu-based electrodes is associated with gas-phase, free-radical reactions suggests strategies for avoiding carbon formation even with heavier liquid hydrocarbons. Obviously, if one can work at low temperatures, below the threshold where pyrolysis occurs, carbon formation should be avoided. Minimizing the free volume within the anode will also significantly decrease the amount of carbon that forms by decreasing the residence time of the fuel. In addition, it may be possible to affect the free-radical reactions through fuel additives or through surfaces in the anode compartment that might terminate the
radicals before polymerization to high-molecular-weight products has occurred. Modification of the initiation or termination steps in free-radical reactions are well known in combustion reactions and may well be possible in this application as well.

The other means of controlling carbon in Cu-based anodes is through the use of ceria coatings that would allow carbon to be removed by reaction with steam as fast as the carbon forms. Steam will be present in the anode under realistic conditions since significant amounts of steam will be generated by oxidation of the hydrocarbon fuels. For example, the H₂O:C ratio for n-butane at 50% fuel utilization will be 1.2. One would also expect the rate of carbon oxidation by steam to depend on the catalytic surface area. This would suggest that packing the free volume within the anode with a high-surface-area, ceria-based catalyst may well increase the rate of carbon consumption and so stabilize the cells to even lower H₂O:C ratios than we observed in our study. Because the gas-phase pyrolysis reactions are very well understood [20], it should be possible to develop accurate models to determine when and where carbon might form.

Clearly, carbon formation is an issue for SOFC that oxidize hydrocarbons directly. In this paper, we have demonstrated that a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of carbon deposition and removal can lead to strategies to minimize the problem.

Conclusions

Gas-phase, free-radical reactions can lead to the formation of high-molecular-weight polyaromatic compounds in the anodes of SOFC that operate directly on hydrocarbon fuels, even when using anodes that do not catalyze the formation of carbon. These compounds deactivate the anode by essentially filling the pores. However, it is possible to oxidize these polyaromatic compounds using steam generated in the electrochemical reactions if the surface of the anodes contains catalytically active compounds, such as ceria. In this paper, we have outlined strategies that can be used to avoid carbon formation.
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Table 1: Fuel Sample Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Light Naphtha</th>
<th>Heavy Naphtha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific Gravity</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API Gravity @ 60°F</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur ppm</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen ppm</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen wt %</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>15.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon wt %</td>
<td>83.83</td>
<td>84.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mol Weight (g/mol)</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>107.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Octane (RON)</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating Value (Btu/lb)</td>
<td>19,500</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIONA (wt%)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraffins</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoparaffins</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olefins</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthenes</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatics</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidentified</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMDIS ºF**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 %</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBP</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PIONA ("Paraffins, Iso-paraffins, Olefins, Naphthenes and Aromatics") analyzes a fuel sample using gas chromatography, comparing the peaks with established standards in the gasoline boiling range, as described under ASTM # D-5134-98.

**SIMDIS (Simulated Distillation) measures the boiling-point distribution according to ASTM method # D-2887-04A.
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Figure Captions:
1. a) Cell potentials (solid symbols) and power densities (open symbols) as a function of current density for cells operating on undiluted n-decane at 973 K (-●-), 1023 K (-■-) and 1073 K (-▲-). b) Cell potentials (solid symbols) and power densities (open symbols) as a function of current density for cells operating on humidified (3% H₂O) H₂ at 973 K (-●-) and 1073 K (-▲-).
2. Power densities at 0.5 V as a function of time for n-decane at 973 K (——), 1023 K (-), and 1073 K (—). 
3. a) Cell potentials (solid symbols) and power densities (open symbols) as a function of current density for cells operating on undiluted n-decane at 1023 K. The data show the initial performance (-●-) and the performance after 24 h operation (-▲-). b) Cell potentials (solid symbols) and power densities (open symbols) as a function of current density for cells operating on undiluted n-decane at 1073 K. The data show the initial performance (-●-) and the performance after 24 h operation (-▲-).
4. Power densities at 0.5 V as a function of time for a cell operating on a) the light naphtha, b) the heavy naphtha and c) the mixture of 20 vol% toluene and 80 vol% n-decane. The operating temperatures were 973 K (-----), 1023 K (-----), and 1073 K (-----).

5. The weight gain for a 65% porous, YSZ slab following 4-h exposures to n-butane at different temperatures. The data are shown for undiluted n-butane with residence times of 9 s (-▲-) and 3 s (-●-). Data are also shown for n-butane diluted in steam (-■-). For these experiments, the n-butane residence time was approximately 3 s and the H₂O:C ratio was fixed at 1.5.

6. TPO results, using 20 vol% H₂O in He as the oxidant, for ceria-YSZ and YSZ slabs exposed to n-butane at 973 K for 2 h. The monitored products were —— H₂ (m/e = 2), ---- CO₂ (m/e = 44), and – •• – CO (m/e = 28).

7. Examples of data obtained for carbon removal from a YSZ slab containing 15 wt% ceria by 20 vol% H₂O in He at 973 K. The data shows the evolution of H₂ due to reaction of carbon with H₂O. Prior to steam exposure, the sample was exposed to n-butane for 2 h, using an n-butane residence time of 3 s and various H₂O:C ratios, then flushed with He for 1 h. The following H₂O:C ratios were used during n-butane exposure: a) 0.2, b) 0.3, c) 0.4, and d) 0.5.
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